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Dear Manager!

Business processes in your
organization are important assets, which

create differentiation  from  competitors and
allow your organization  to exist.

We in MainTrend Software believe, that implementation  of  modernization based on
our experience, tools and  our  developed  methodology, will allow your organization
to make the transition at approximately  65% savings  compared  to  alternative cost
- thanks to our automatic conversion tools. The  new  system  architecture will turn
into a web based Java or .NET system.

No matter how complex or big the existing system is - we can handle it.

We successfully implemented complex migration projects around the world,
and we believe that we can serve you well in this task.

Additionally,  it's  worth  to take  into  consideration  the  uncertain future
of the existing  legacy  development  environment. Any  organization
operating in this system environment must think about the future.
Migration is the safe route to transit into modern environment
while maintaining the organization’s assets and business
logic.  Using this method,  the organization utilizes
modern environmental  benefits in  relatively
lower price than complete replacement
and rewriting of the system.

These assets are often locked inside old and limited legacy systems and
development environments. There are many limitations, and their impact on

the organization’s capabilities to compete in a changing market is critical.

*  Difficulty finding professionals to maintain and support the system.
*  Difficulty to simple link to modern systems and software packages.
*  Difficulty in a natural exposure of business logic for reuse in other enterprise

systems.
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When to consider
modernization?

• There is a business system, based on a
platform with uncertain future.

• There is difficulty in finding competent programmers
familiar with the legacy development platform.

• System support and maintenance become difficult,
expensive and slow.

• Your organization considers SOA and business logic
backwards conservation strategy.

• You wish to migrate into a new environment without losing
past massive investment in organizational business logic.

• You wish to turn computing expenses into business
results rather than just core systems support.


